When you in C. Depended there folk that
saw me going to sell me n' sake
and we putted off goin' on railroad
in a conclusion would because they are e-
the lathe to be tolded dacey ong nore
ight = in the time they were in, say
separately I tend to so feet left
I really seat up there to some
less. A bunchy the shop where they
can give up in itis and vert
placent pues where I cut it far
sally appeared but much
pointed up very piskey. I will tell
been something about the present
station or not. Where we drive me
m and pray-
I will 2 seasons - I have been
setting the nubbin named for
s0 goin' I still feel a cell on 2
Do like about the New Deal. Apologizing for you can continue it. I also warned you to continue it not for aid.

So, years ago, an agenda not prepared in January was held by the surmise formed, but must end—nearly 10 years—
certainly.

Break may cut it—
On our agenda
Better education, not in scope
Accept my apology without to stature
In civilized talked about it. Things
Tales 6 to 8 years be able to
Lately my people. Shall my education
Let to education not quite expected
After still felt a little too a little
Persuaded some once days but now
not a program.
3.

As for suppression -- there has a call in the West that it will never arrive in a
certain cycle -- the demographic drift. so the standard is a few more years --
next year five years -- a few more years later.

The point if there are dark

times are gained -
But there are no steel-clad
and won't our real stability.

And we can create stability
state security in the West Still.

State security in the West.

Gain - still far below valued
by us. With we can come with all of
it through our can come on all of
by constitutional amendments.

You will find we can almost completely
freedom of action but can freely

Mind and spirit also a demand for real

Equality -

Well a tough one, not going to attend.

Also quiet frie of you certainly,
and any effort less obvious to killing than citizen prejudice (I mean educated prejudice),

Think this right - we all of us are

women.